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Whats up
on SATURday
09:00 a.m. 
World Reining Championship 
Junior Riders 2023 
Individual competition (Pattern 9)  

World Reining Championship 
Young Riders 2023 
Individual competition (Pattern 9)

14.00 p.m. 
World Reining Championship  
Amateur Senior Riders 2023 
Individual competition (Pattern 10)

17.00 p.m.  
World Reining Championship  
Open Senior Riders 2023 
Individual competition (Pattern 10)
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SMA Show Management Association
 
Photos:
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www.jerryandre.de

Texts:
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Team CS Ranch
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You have just entered a piece of heav-
en on earth. At least, this is how we feel 
about CS Ranch – and you can be sure 
that we will do everything we can to 
make our horses feel the same.
 
Please feel invited to immerse yourself 
in the peaceful atmosphere of this special 
place. Relax and enjoy. And join us in cel-
ebrating these wonderful animals who, 
together with their riders, offer great per-
formances. 

Our sport is about the art of team-
work. Our show is about giving all 
our guests a good time and making  
everyone perform at its best.
 
It is about highlighting this sport, the 
horses and the riders. It is them – you – 
who bring this special spirit to life, and it 
is you we create this show for.
 

So, again: a very warm welcome!

A VERY WARM WELCOME!

Eric Obrecht, Show ManagerCorinna Schumacher, Owner
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Once again Corinna Schumacher's picturesque CS 
Ranch, one of Europe's biggest and highly functional 
reining facilities located on the shores of Lake 
Léman, is host to yet another top-notch equestrian 
event: The very first World Reining Championship 
offering Euro 150.000 prize money and the World 
Para Reining Championship.

Thanks to Corinna’s CS Team, international team 
reining is back in full swing with 12 participating 
nations (Austria, Belgium, Czech Republic, France, 
Germany, Great Britain, Hungary, Italy, Luxembourg, 
the Netherlands, Poland, Switzerland) and 123 horse 
and rider competing with horses aged 5 and up.

The World Para Reining Team and Individual 
competition came to a close with great horses and 
riders and with Team Great Britain taking gold in 
the team and Italy taking the individual gold. For 
Corinna, para equestrians are so important to our 
world and not only show the bravery and skill of the 
riders but also show how kind and generous our 
reining horses are.

On Saturday, the individual World Champions will 
be crowned in the Junior, Young Riders, Amateur 
Senior, and Open Senior divisions. 

For the CS team the youth riders, the future of our 
sport is paramount, and the innovative amateur 
division was specially designed to give non 
professional riders over 18 the opportunity to show. 
The highlight of the day will be the Open division 
with an important string of professionals boasting 
impressive show records and competition is bound 
to raise stardust in Givrins. Three athletes listed 
in the elite NRHA Million Dollar club will also be 
riding for the Individual World Championship titles: 
NRHA Two Million Dollar Rider Bernard Fonck and 
Million Dollar Rider Ann Fonck of Belgium, along 
with Europe's youngest NRHA Million Dollar Rider, 
Germany's Gina Schumacher.

The CS Ranch organizing committee, highly 
experienced in hosting top-level competitions, has 
always placed special attention on animal welfare 
and medication rules in order to ensure clean sport 
and the best environment for the horses and riders 
proudly representing their country.

We would like to thank all the sponsors that made this 
great event happen and all the reining enthusiasts 
that will be assisting this amazing competition 
here at CS Ranch. We are sure you will enjoy this 
wonderful day where our great horses and riders will 
be riding for the World Championship medals and 
beautiful custom-made trophies.

Enjoy the ride!

2023 World Reining Championship

Provided by Simona Diale

WORLD
WELCOME 

REINING
CHAMPIONSHIPS

to
the
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Dear guests,

In advance we wish you a great and exciting sporting event here at the CS Ranch.

Schweizer Vermögensberatung is part of the DVAG Group in Germany, the 

largest financial advisory firm in Europe. With our bancassurance advisory concept 

we focus on the needs, goals and wishes of our clients, enabling them to success-

fully build their wealth.

We are especially proud to be a loyal sponsor of the CS Classic at Corinna  

Schumacher's Ranch. This partnership resultet from the friendship between the 

family of Prof. Dr. Reinfried Pohl (the founder of our German, Austrian and Swiss 

financial advisory firms) and the Schumacher family. Since 1996 DVAG sponsored 

the seven-time Formula One World Champion Michael Schumacher. Today this 

sponsorship continues and has been deepened with Mick and Gina Schumacher, 

the children of Michael and Corinna.

Corinna Schumacher is also an excellent example of competence, commitment and 

humanitiy with her CS Ranch. These are values which we too hold ourselves in the 

DVAG group and also at Schweizer Vermögensberatung. We are proud that togeth-

er with Corinna Schumacher and the CS Ranch we have been able to support the 

exceptional and professional reining competitions for years. Also this year's cham-

pionship promises again exciting competitions with top sporting performances.

Schweizer Vermögensberatung focuses on comprehensive bancassurance ad-

vice for its clients. We record the wishes and goals of our clients and support them 

in building up their assets in a targeted manner. We accompany our clients for in-

surance issues, investments, home financing and financial planning. Thus, we find 

the right financial solutions for our clients and accompany them in every phase of 

life.

SVAG Schweizer Vermögensberatung Aktiengesellschaft
Soodmattenstrasse 2 CH-8134 Adliswil ZH
Telefon +41 43 3771300 Telefax +41 43 3771301
www.svag.ch info@svag.com
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Once again the World Para Reining athletes — 
horses and riders — filled the CS Ranch arena 
during the World Reining Championship with joy, 
bravery, talent, and great horsemanship. When the 
last rider left the show pen in a field of eight, the top 
step of the podium was all about Italy with Martina 
Panizza and her Smoking Custom Lena taking the 
World Para Reining Individual Gold Medal with a 
213.5 score.
The 14-year-old has been riding horses all her life and 
started with reiners in 2018. She has only had her 
5-year-old mare since the beginning of this year and 
has not shown her much but the two have definitely 
‘clicked.’

“I cannot describe my feelings right now; all I can 
say is that I am on cloud nine!’ she said. “The level of 
competition was really high today and it’s amazing 
to have won the gold medal but the best thing about 
this event is that it is a lot of fun and the teamwork 
aspect is a great sensation and makes you realize 
the value of all the riders in the teams.”

2023 World Reining Championship

Provided by Simona Diale

PARA
INDIVIDUAL

COMPETITION

REINING
the

WORLD

Find out more at WORLDPARAREINING.net
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The individual silver medal in the World Para Reining held 
during the World Reining Championship went to Great 
Britain's Michael Wayne Lightbown, a grade 4 athlete, after 
riding to a 209.5 aboard his own Legendary Chuka. 

The Isle of Wight equestrian sportsman, an avid reining 
enthusiast, started successfully showing in para reining 
competition in 2018 after successfully showing in para-
dressage. 

"I love these horses; they're safe, they are fun and it was 
great to win the team competition yesterday with Nicola 
[Tustain]," said Lightbown. "Francesca [Sternberg] has put 
in so much energy, passion, and hard work into promoting 
para reining  and hopefully we have given her a reward 
here!"

2023 World Reining Championship

PARA
SILVER

MEDAL

REINING
the

WORLD

BRONZE&

2023
PARAREININGthe

WORLD

Michael Wayne Lightbown riding Legendary Chuka (Score: 209.5)
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Nicola Tustain, a retired Welsh Paralympic dressage 
rider who boasts 12 para-dressage medals at the 
World Championships and Paralympic Games, was 
named a Member of the Order of the British Empire 
in 2010. She just turned to reining after five years of 
not riding at all. She loves the reining horses' gentle 
attitude and is thrilled with both the World Para 
Reining Team gold medal, won during the World 
Reining Championship yesterday in team with 
Lightbown, and the Individual bronze won today 
with a 208.5 riding Rosanne Sternberg's Spook N 
Sparkle. 

"I  stopped riding for five years as my self-confidence 
had gone down," said Tustain. "Lightbown called 
me a couple of months ago and convinced me to try 
reiners. I fell in love with these docile and talented 
horses and now I'm hooked and want to take 
'Charlie' [Spook N Sparkle] home!"

MEDAL

REINING CHAMPIONSHIPS!

Nicola Tustain riding Spook N Sparkle (Score: 208.5)
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WIRSOL – DIE MARKE DER WIRCON GRUPPE 
SCHWETZINGER STR. 22–26 | 68753 WAGHÄUSEL | DEUTSCHLAND

TEL. +49 (0) 7254  92187 - 0 | FAX 49 (0) 7254  92187 - 99 

INFO@WIRSOL.COM  | WIRSOL.COM

Ein Manöver für  
die erneuerbaren Energien

WIRSOL Aufdach GmbH 
Schwetzinger Str. 22-26 
68753 Waghäusel  
Deutschland

 
^

 

 

www.wrs.eco

Grüner Strom für Industrie, Gewerbe & Privat

Ihr Experte mit
über 13.500  
installierten 
PV-Anlagen.

Ihr Partner für eine  
sonnige Energiezukunft
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Junior Riders lit up the CS Arena fighting for the 
medals — but friends outside the arena — in the 
World Reining Championship where Team France 
left with the gold medal around their necks after 
closing with a total score of 640, one point ahead of 
second place Team Germany.

Riding to the highest step of the podium were Matt 
Legrand riding Rooster Nic (219); Sarah Rovina 
and Wimpys Best Stop (213.5); Jules Blandin and 
Piccola Snappy  Dude (207.5); Joana Sequeira and 
Fury Sweetlove Dream (206.5). “It’s the first time 
that France wins a gold medal in international 
competition and it’s ‘magnifique,’” said Team 
Coach Jean Jacques Borreil. “It’s a great result for 
all the riders that showed and a great experience 
for them since they are our future. France is trying 
hard to move up the ranks and this was a wonderful 
start. NRHA France took care of the selection, and 
it was great since we have 21 riders here putting us 
in second place behind Italy. There is a real interest 
in international reining and this is wonderful for our 
future.”

Team Germany, one point behind the winners, took 
the silver medal in the World Reining Junior Riders 
competition with a total of 639 points. The four 
riders that made this happen were Thea Maschalani 
with A Sparkling Glo (216); Ayleen Schmid with 
Custom Knick Nic (211.5); Charlotte Henkelmann 
and Skittels (211.5); Christin Beisel with Spark Little 
Dun (197.5).

After claiming team silver and individual gold in 
the World Para Reining, and the gold medal in the 
World Reining Championship Amateur Senior, Italy 
rode to the bronze medal in the World Reining 
Championship Junior Riders with a total score of 
638, two points behind the leading team France and 
one behind Team Germany. The riders that made it 
happen were: Elia Kompatscher aboard Whizdom 
Shines (216); Camilla Orlandini riding Sparkwest 
(213.5); Giulia Travagli with KN Skeets Blasterdun 
(208.5); Lorenzo Ranucci and Broadlysnapper 
(204.5).

2023 World Reining Championship

Provided by Simona Diale

REINING
JUNIOR RIDERS

CHampionship

the
WORLD

TEAM
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ROSBACHER Mineralwasser mit dem natürlichen 
2:1 Verhältnis von Calcium zu Magnesium – gibt 
dem Körper zurück, was er im Alltag und beim 
Sport verliert.                      www.rosbacher.de

GIB ALLES! 
 AUCH DEINEM KÖRPER.

086-000723_MasterAnz-A4_hoch-Laeufer_23110.indd   1086-000723_MasterAnz-A4_hoch-Laeufer_23110.indd   1 30.01.23   12:4730.01.23   12:47
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GOLD
JUNIOR RIDERS

TEAM FRANCE

2023 World Reining Championship

ROSBACHER Mineralwasser mit dem natürlichen 
2:1 Verhältnis von Calcium zu Magnesium – gibt 
dem Körper zurück, was er im Alltag und beim 
Sport verliert.                      www.rosbacher.de

GIB ALLES! 
 AUCH DEINEM KÖRPER.

086-000723_MasterAnz-A4_hoch-Laeufer_23110.indd   1086-000723_MasterAnz-A4_hoch-Laeufer_23110.indd   1 30.01.23   12:4730.01.23   12:47

Gold for JUNIOR RIDERS TEAM France

FOR
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Silver for JUNIOR RIDERS TEAM Germany

SILVER
JUNIOR RIDERS

TEAM GERMANY

2023 World Reining Championship

FOR
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2023 World Reining Championship

 www.home-deluxe-gmbh.de
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home-deluxe-Inserat-CS-Classic-A4-2022.pdf   1   24.02.22   12:27
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Bronze for JUNIOR RIDERS TEAM Italy

 www.home-deluxe-gmbh.de
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home-deluxe-Inserat-CS-Classic-A4-2022.pdf   1   24.02.22   12:27

BRONZE
JUNIOR RIDERS

TEAM ITALY

2023 World Reining Championship

FOR
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2023 World Reining Championship

With an incredible total score of 650, Team Italy 
took home the Young Riders Team gold medal 
following the great scores earned by Filippo Milani 
and PL What A Woman (217); Ludovica Zembelli 
and OT Don't Miss To Wish (216.5); Rebecca Folcia 
with LS Dun Blue Berry (216); Lucio Marcello and 
As Just In Time (208.5). “I am incredibly proud of 
the Junior and Young Riders Team,” said Italy's 
Team Coach Alessandro Meconi. “After three years 
of international competition being off the scene, 
coming back with the new generation bringing 
home these medals is incredible.” With much 
emotion, Meconi gave credit to Italy's longtime past 
Team Coach Filippo Masi who prematurely passed 
away, and to the Young Riders team captain Matteo 
Bonzano who also left us way too soon. “They were 
here with us all the way,” added an emotional 
Meconi.

Team Belgium claimed the second step of the 
podium in the World Reining Championship Young 
Riders with Jody Fonck and Mello Yello Jersey 
performing to the highest score, a 217.5; Alexandre 
Vanderstappen and Doc O Banjo (214); Siebe Van 
Bekhoven with WS Check My Pedigree (213); Silke 
Hendrix and AM Lil Birdy Gun (211). They closed 
with a total score of 644.5.
 
Making history yet again was the Czech Republic 
who stepped on the third step of the podium in 
the World Reining Championship Young Riders 
division. Their 639 total score earned them the bronze 
medal with Vladimir Cejka riding Remy Rooster SG 
to a 215.5, the much successful duo KH Yankee Step 
and Sara Karasova performing to a 212, her sister 
Thea Karasova with Wimpy N Mercedes scoring a 
211.5, and Lucie Dofková and Stardust In My Eyes 
closing with a 206.5.

Provided by Simona Diale

REINING
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2023 World Reining Championship2023 World Reining Championship

RIDERS

2023 World Reining Championship

Gold for YOUNG RIDERS TEAM Italy

GOLD
YOUNG RIDERS

TEAM ITALYFOR
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Silver for YOUNG RIDERS TEAM Belgium

SILVER
YOUNG RIDERS

TEAM BELGIUMFOR
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Bronze for YOUNG RIDERS TEAM Czech Republic

BRONZE
YOUNG RIDERS

CZECH REPUBLIC

2023 World Reining Championship

FOR
TEAM 
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Visitors coming to the World Reining Event these days are wondering 
about some very special pieces in the popular CS Boutique - Gina has 
gone among the designers. Together with the fashion label HERZEN'S 
ANGELEGENHEIT, she is releasing a capsule collection that celebrates 
Gina's passion for horses and the sport of reining: "The name HERZEN'S 
ANGELEGENHEIT says it all, because horses and my sport of reining are 
exactly that for me: a matter of the heart."
  
With the fashion label HERZEN'S ANGELEGENHEIT, she has a partner who 
shares her devotion and unites the world of fashion and that of equestrian 
sport with a joint collection.

The capsule collection is characterised by high-quality fabrics and 
expressive designs. The silk blouses with print are a highlight and capture 
equestrianism perfectly. They are complemented by timeless cashmere 
jumpers with fine embroidery that are the ideal companion for everyday 
wear. Fringed scarves as a fashion accessory round off the look - after all, 
the sport of reining has its roots in the world of cowboys.

The collection is available at the CS Boutique here on site and in the online-
shop: www.herzensangelegenheit.com/eu/de/gina-schumacher

     "THESE DESIGNS REMIND ME OF 
                     MY LOVE FOR HORSES AND 
       MY PASSION FOR REINING."

Gina Schumacher
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Sometimes, even horses have to fly: When sport
ing or breeding horses change owners across 
international boundaries or tournament horses 
need to be transported for competitions abroad, 
flying is often the quickest and kindest way.  
But transport still requires real sensitivity for  

all those involved, as horses are naturally nervous 
animals that are jumpy about anything out of  
the ordinary. The employees at the Lufthansa 
Cargo Animal Lounge at Frankfurt Airport have 
real empathy and finesse where these creatures 
are concerned.

Into the skies on four hooves.
Horses travel first class with Lufthansa Cargo.

Editorial advertisement of Lufthansa Cargo.

They look after more than 2,000 horses a year, aiming  
to make their stay and their travel to far-off lands as  
comfortable as possible. There are around 4,000 
square meters in Frankfurt set aside for looking  
after, feeding, housing and the further transport  
of animal passengers.

Sabine Grebe, who has been in charge of the Animal 
Lounge since 2010, is herself a passionate dressage 
and western rider. Like so many of her colleagues,  
she has turned her passion for animals into a career: 
“We all put our hearts into this, 24 hours a day,  
365 days a year.” There is no other way, as the 
four-legged passengers are very demanding and 
require particular attention. 

“We do our utmost to keep their stress levels down  
as low as possible,” says Sabine Grebe. This is particu-
larly thanks to the special containers developed by 
Lufthansa Cargo. They are perfectly adapted to the 
needs of the horses. “At the same time, all transports 
are planned such that we can load in peace and give 
all the horses plenty of time,” Sabine Grebe says,  
explaining to horse owners how careful they are.
After the containers are loaded, the freighter is immedi-
ately ready on the apron. “The routes are deliberately 
kept short,” reports Sabine Grebe. “Finally, we make 
sure that the animals are only boarded shortly before 
takeoff.” The containers are loaded slowly and carefully 
into the aircraft using a lifting platform and secured in 
place. All animals are accompanied at all times by  
a qualified groom who looks after their charges  
throughout the journey.

With all these careful measures, it is no surprise that 
even national teams from various countries rely on  
the expertise of Lufthansa Cargo and entrust the  
airline with the transport of their valuable horses.  
And all the leading breeders are always happy to  
use the services in Frankfurt again.

Once the moment arrives when the horses are high 
above the clouds, beginning to peek curiously out of 
their containers and nibbling on their hay, Sabine Grebe 
and her team know they have once again done  
a first-class job.

lufthansacargo.com

Jobnummer  
2L3 20N6035
RZ-Objekt  
Advertorial
Umfang 
2 Seite(n)
Format (100 %) 
210x297 mm
Anschnitt 
 mm
Farbigkeit 
4c
Lektorat 
ja, 9.6.16
MG 
Laura 
Art 
 
Account 
Nele 
Produktion 

20-N6035 Advertorial_160609.indd   Alle Seiten 09.06.16   14:08
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No Foot, No Horse!

Farrier: Cumhur Cetinkaya

"I started working for CS Ranch over 20 years ago 

after I received a call from Corinna [Schumacher] 

asking if I would shoe her three horses. Today we 

have over 30 horses that I shoe and who I follow 

from the moment they are born. CS Ranch has 

grown to be one of the biggest and most important 

reining facilities in Europe and seeing it grow has 

been amazing."

The Green Hornets As with everything in life, nothing comes without 
the many aids who work relentlessly to make 
things happen.
 
Representing the many helpers at our show, we 
have picked out our "veterans" (of course we 
mean that affectionately), who have been working 
behind the scenes for many, many years to make 
this show something very special – a big shout out 
to all of them!

Behind the Show
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No Foot, No Horse! CS RANCH Boutique

"I am Tina Schweikert and have been coming to the CS 

Ranch Shows for 10 years. Being a passionate reining rider 

for more than 25 years I love to be here among like-minded 

friends. If I am not running around somewhere, you can find 

me in the CS Ranch boutique. Come by to visit me and shop!"

"My horse Big was one of the first 

horses which enjoyed life at the 

CS Ranch. 

With all my love and passion 

for design and marketing I was 

trusted by the CS Ranch from 

the beginning on, to create and 

develop their visual marketing in 

print and web. Take a look around 

and see CS Ranch through my 

eyes.”

Designer: Andrea Gembe

CS Boutique: Tina Schweikert
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WHO’S  
    WHO

MAIN ORGANIZER /  
ORGANISATION
SMA Show Management 

Association

SHOW MANAGER
Eric Obrecht

+41 79 500 48 86 
eo@cs-ranch.eu

SHOW MANAGER
Eric Obrecht

+41 79 500 48 86 
eo@cs-ranch.eu

SHOW SECRETARY
Cristina Serra 

+39 335 5426064
officewrc2023@gmail.com

JUDGES
James Hansen 

Franck Perret 

Adam Heaton

Enrico Righetti

Markus Morawitz

SCRIBES
Claire Naumcev

Laurine Rabelle

Elian Gras

Julie Quinot

Stefan Künzler

SHOW VET
Marie Laboucher

On call
+41 79 407 84 89

FARRIER
Cumhur Cetinkaya
+41 79 469 49 12

WEB / RESULTS
Alexander Quinte

SPEAKER
Lukas Kellner

MEDIA CONTACT
Sabine Kehm

+41 79 888 11 08 
sk@the-ms-office.ch

VIDEO SERVICE
Marko Pupkes 

MP Video Services

PHOTO SERVICE
Tom Hautmann 

Photo & Design

EMERGENCY  
SEVICES

Ambulance 144
Rega 1414

EMERGENCY 
SERVICES 

URGENCES

CHUV (Hospital Lausanne):  
+41 21 314 11 11

Ambulances de Nyon 
+41 79 556 63 14

Ambulances de Nyon
+41 79 556 63 14

FIRST AID

HEALTH  
CERTIFICATES

Dr Glatt 
will be here for Stamps
Saturday, July 16, 2022 

9:00 to 12:00

STAMP FOR  
HEALTH 

CERTFICATE
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Hohe Saugfähigkeit

Optimalen Boxenkomfort

Nahezu keim- & staubfrei

Gutes Preis-Leistungs- 

Verhältnis

HIGH QUALITY BEDDING

Qualitäts- 
Einstreu  

aus der Natur
Allspan German Horse 

ist Ihr verlässlicher Hersteller 

und Lieferant für hochwertige  

Einstreuprodukte.

Nahezu keim- & staubfrei

Gutes Preis-Leistungs- 

Verhältnis

www.allspan-german-horse.de

info@allspan-german-horse.de

Die vielfältige Produktpalette  

umfasst neben holzbasierten 

Eistreuprodukten auch  

Leinenstroh, Strohpellets, 

Hanfeinstreu sowie weitere.

P80399026140-0623_AGH_Anzeige_Produktpalette_56x297.indd   112.06.23   11:35
Mülimatt 333

5075 Hornussen 

Telefon +41 62 865 80 80

www.herzog-mülimatt.ch
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...we are able to make the WORLD REINING CHAMPIONSHIPS an event 
of its own. And only thanks to our main partners, the SVAG CS Classic has, 
since more than 10 years, made its mark as a well-reputed event, known far 
beyond the borders of Europe. 

We are thankful for all the compliments we collect these days and we received 
in the past years – and we would like to pass those compliments on to our 
friends:

Building up wealth for everyone is the motto of the Schweizer 
Vermögensberatung SVAG (=Swiss Wealth Consultants), the Swiss part 
of the Deutsche Vermögensberatung DVAG. The SVAG consultants help you 
make the right decisions in financial areas. 

Wirsol Solar AG is a global developer of solar energy projects. Offering 
services that include the planning, construction and financing of solar 
systems, Wirsol helps customers gain control over energy costs.

For more than 30 years, Lufthansa Cargo has been flying horses to 
competitions around the world. Thanks to the latest horse containers and the 
Frankfurt Animal Lounge, even horses are traveling First Class.

ODDO BHF is an independent and family-owned European private bank, with 
a history stretching back over 170 years. From entrepreneur to entrepreneur, 
from family to family – ODDO BHF speaks the same language.

Home Deluxe was founded with the idea to make Deluxe products accessible 
to everyone. Their focus is on the online sale of items for everything to do with 
home and garden. 

We are also extremely thankful to the NRHA which was supporting us all the 
way in our quest to make this new show format a success.

Of course we do not want to forget the Team of the CS Ranch – thanks a lot 
all of you, plus the numerous aides, working hard to make our first WORLD 
REINING CHAMPIONSHIPS  one of a kind and an unforgettable event. 
 
Thank you, Corinna & Eric

THANKS TO OUR
    DEAR PARTNERS
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Unsere Vermögensberater coachen konzernweit rund 8 Millionen Kunden 
zu den Themen Absicherung, Altersvorsorge und Vermögensaufbau. Seit 
vielen Jahrzehnten entstehen so individuelle Finanzkonzepte, die Men-
schen weiterbringen – ein Leben lang. Nehmen auch Sie jetzt Kontakt auf 
und besprechen Sie Ihre Wünsche und Ziele mit Ihrem Vermögensberater.

Ein guter Coach ist Gold wert. 
Als Finanzcoach unterstützt Sie Ihr Vermögensberater 
bei Absicherung, Altersvorsorge und Vermögensaufbau.

Finden Sie Vermögensberater in Ihrer 
Nähe online unter www.svag.ch
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